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Publish analytics

How did you get to my blog today?

Copy

20 responses

A search engine brought you
here.

30%

Facebook brought you here.
Twitter brought you here.
You already know this site and
you came directly.
30%
30%

A subscription or RSS service
(such as follow.it) brought you…
blog roll from my own blog
I don’t remember

Are you reading this blog on a ...

Copy
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30%

Computer (desktop, laptop,
generally landscape format)?
Mobile phone (portrait/vertical
format)?
Mobile phone (landscape/
horizontal format)?
Tablet (vertical)

60%

How often do you read "Can You Believe?"?

Copy

21 responses

Weekly
42.9%

Occasionally
Hardly ever
You just landed here--not sure
why!

57.1%
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The themes and topics of most interest to you are: (check as many or as
few as you want)

Copy

21 responses
Quaker faith and practice
Christianity in general (di…
Peace and nonviolence
USA politics
Russia
Israel, Palestine
Guest posts by Judy
Books
Personal stories
I'm happy to meet stories…
ALL OF THE ABOVE!
The Blues
YouTube blues!
There's nothing I would o…
any topics you touch upon
All of it.

14 (66.7%)
11 (52.4%)
10 (47.6%)
7 (33.3%)
5 (23.8%)
1 (4.8%)
4 (19%)
4 (19%)
8 (38.1%)
1 (4.8%)
1 (4.8%)
1 (4.8%)
1 (4.8%)
1 (4.8%)
1 (4.8%)
1 (4.8%)
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In the future, I should ...

Copy
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14.3%

Continue to publish "Can You
Believe" weekly.
Post more than once a week

9.5%

Once a month or so is enough
Write when I feel like it, not b…
Feel released from this minist…
Aim for weekly, but cut yourse…
How are you led? I'll read mo…
57.1%

Do you want release?
Trust your Light. If you need t…
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Concerning the links section that follows the main article.

Copy
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The links are helpful
23.8%

You already read those same
sources
You generally ignore link lists
I love the links. I don't always
get them read but they are a
great resources ad save me h…
I usually scan the links briefly to
see if there is anything I want to
follow up with; there sometim…

66.7%

I'm also curious about these points:

Copy

9 responses
My posts are usually too l…
Too much heresy.
Not enough heresy.
Not personal enough.
I'm happy with posts
The posts are exactly as…
Too much policy :))) I pref…
About right on all of those.
Ha ha, just kidding
Sometimes I love the the…
your posts are mostly ver…
Spor on

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
2 (22.2%)
0 (0%)
1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)

0

1

2

How many blogs do you read regularly?

Copy
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More than 10
5-9
9.5%

1-4
I basically don't follow blogs.

52.4%

14.3%
14.3%

There are too many wonderful
things to read and too little time.
I click on a link when I see it a…
I read a mishmash of blogs,
twitter, and email lists so I have
no idea what would be helpful…
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You wish I would ...
6 responses

...better explain the reasons you choose to be a Quaker - for those who does not. But maybe I
missed these post or they were published a long ago?
Write more about Q universalism & /or non-theism
See my comments above. Do you have an anchor committee. Sometimes the process of how
Quakers support ministry interests me and occasional reports on how this works for you might
be of interest to others.
I look forward to your blog each week. You are truly looking at injustice with Christian eyes
instead of faux-Christian words that are really political. Giving a Russian perspective helps with
a vision of greater breadth. I like both yours and Judy’s personal stories. I know it is a lot for
you but you are providing a needed service.
keep posting same things
Become Quaker Dictator For Life... but... it's clear you're never going to... so I had to let go of
that...

Are you a Quaker?

Copy
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Yes
14.3%

No
9.5%

Maybe
None of my business.
Regular attender for a number
of years but not a member of
Britain Yearly Meeting
Not sure I consider myself a
Quaker any longer, though
lately the universe seems to b…

66.7%
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